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**Abstract**—Despite the common practice of oversubscription, power capacity is largely under-utilized in data centers. A significant factor driving this under-utilization is fluctuation of the aggregate power demand, resulting in unused “spot (power) capacity”. In this paper, we tap into spot capacity for improving power infrastructure utilization in multi-tenant data centers, an important but under-explored type of data center where multiple tenants house their own physical servers. We propose a novel market, called SpotDC, to allocate spot capacity to tenants on demand. Specifically, SpotDC extracts tenants’ rack-level spot capacity demand through an elastic demand function, based on which the operator sets the market price for spot capacity allocation. We evaluate SpotDC using both testbed experiments and simulations, demonstrating that SpotDC improves power infrastructure utilization and creates a “win-win” situation: the data center operator increases its profit (by nearly 10%), while tenants improve their performance (by 1.2–1.8x on average compared to the no spot capacity case, yet at a marginal cost).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Scaling up power infrastructures to accommodate growing data center demand is one of the biggest challenges faced by data center operators today. To see why, consider that the power infrastructure (e.g., uninterrupted power supply, or UPS), along with the cooling system, incurs a capital expense of US$10-25 per watt of IT critical power delivered to servers, amounting to a multi-million or even billion dollar project to add new data center capacities [1]–[3]. Further, other constraints, such as local grid capacity and long time-to-market cycle, are also limiting the expansion of data center capacities.

Traditionally, when deciding the capacity, data center operators size the power infrastructure in order to support the servers’ maximum power demand with a very high availability (often nearly 100%). Nonetheless, this approach incurs a considerable cost, since the power demands of servers rarely peak simultaneously. More recently, data center operators have commonly used capacity oversubscription to improve utilization, i.e., by deploying more servers than what the power and/or cooling capacity allows and applying power capping to handle emergencies (e.g., when the aggregate demand exceeds the capacity) [1], [4], [5].

While oversubscription has proven to be effective at increasing capacity utilization, data center power infrastructure is still largely under-utilized today, wasting more than 15% of the capacity on average, even in state-of-the-art data centers like Facebook [1], [6], [7]. This is not due to the lack of capacity demand, as many new data centers are being constructed. Instead, the reason this under-utilization remains is that, regardless of oversubscription, the aggregate server power demand fluctuates and does not always stay at high levels, whereas the infrastructure is provisioned to sustain a high demand in order to avoid frequent emergencies that can compromise data center reliability [1], [5], [8]. Consequently, there exists a varying amount of unused power capacity, which we refer to as *spot (power) capacity* and illustrate in Fig. 2(a) in Section II.

Spot capacity is common and prominent in data centers, and has increasingly received attention. For example, some studies have proposed to dynamically allocate spot capacity to servers/racks for performance boosting via power routing [9] and “soft fuse” [10].

Importantly, all the prior research on exploiting spot capacity has focused on an owner-operated data center, where the operator fully controls the servers. In contrast, our goal is to develop an approach for exploiting spot capacity in multi-tenant data centers.

Multi-tenant data centers (also commonly called colocation) are a crucial but under-explored type of data center that hosts physical servers owned by different tenants in a shared facility. Unlike typical cloud providers that offer virtual machines (VMs), the operator of a multi-tenant data center is only responsible for non-IT infrastructure support (like power and cooling), and each tenant manages its own physical servers. Multi-tenant data centers account for five times the energy consumed by Google-type owner-operated data centers altogether [11]. Most tenants are medium/large companies with advanced server management. For example, both Microsoft and Google have recently leased capacities in several multi-tenant data centers for global service expansion, while Apple houses approximately 25% of its servers in multi-tenant data centers [12].

In a multi-tenant data center, power capacity is typically
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leased to tenants in advance without runtime flexibility. Traditionally, tenants reserve/subscribe a sufficiently large capacity to meet their maximum demand, but this is very expensive (at US$120-250/kW/month) and results in a low utilization of the reserved capacity. More recently, an increasingly larger number of cost-conscious tenants have begun to reserve capacities that are lower than their peak demand [13], [14]. This is similar to the common practice of under-provisioning power infrastructure (equivalently, oversubscribing its power infrastructure [1]). Thus, when their demand is high, tenants with insufficient capacity reservation need to cap power (e.g., scaling down CPU [1], [5], [15]), incurring a performance degradation.

Spot capacity complements the traditionally fixed capacity reservation by introducing a runtime flexibility, which is aligned with the industrial trend of provisioning more elastic and flexible power capacities. Concretely, spot capacity targets a growing class of tenants — cost-conscious tenants with insufficient capacity reservation upfront — and, on a best-effort basis, provides additional power capacities to help them mitigate performance degradation (or equivalently improve performance) during their high demand periods. More importantly, utilizing spot capacity incurs a negligible cost increase for participating tenants (as low as 0.5%, shown by Fig. 12 in Section V-B). In addition, without power infrastructure expansion, the operator can make extra profit by offering spot capacity on demand. However, exploiting spot capacity is more challenging and requires a significantly different approach in multi-tenant data centers than in owner-operated data centers because the operator has no control over tenants’ servers, let alone the knowledge of which tenants need spot capacity and by how much.

Contributions of this work. In this paper, we propose a novel market approach, called Spot Data Center capacity management (SpotDC), which leverages demand bidding and dynamically allocates spot capacity to tenants to mitigate performance degradation. Such flexible capacity provisioning complements the traditional offering of guaranteed capacity, and is aligned with the industrial trend.

Our work is motivated by other spot markets (e.g., cognitive radio [16] and the Amazon cloud [17]). However, market design for spot power capacity is quite different, facing a variety of multifaceted challenges. First, the operator does not know when/which racks need spot capacity and by how much. Even without changing workloads, tenants’ rack-level power can vary flexibly to achieve different performances [18], and extracting elastic spot capacity demand at scale can be very challenging, especially in a large data center with thousands of racks. In addition, practical constraints (e.g., multi-level power capacity) mean that the operator needs a new way to set market prices. Finally, rather than being restricted to only bid the total demand as considered elsewhere (like Amazon [17]), tenants bid for spot capacity differently — bid a demand vector for their racks which need spot capacity and can jointly affect the workload performance (Section III-B3).

Our design of SpotDC addresses each of these challenges. First, it has a low overhead: only soliciting four bidding parameters for each rack that needs spot capacity. Second, it quickly computes spot capacity allocation under practical constraints, without compromising reliability. In addition, we provide a guideline for tenants’ spot capacity bidding to avoid performance degradation (or improve their performance). Finally, as demonstrated by experiments, SpotDC is “win-win”: tenants improve performance by 1.2–1.8x (on average) at a marginal cost increase compared to the no spot capacity case, while the operator can increase its profit by 9.7% with any capacity expansion.

The novelty of our work is that SpotDC is a lightweight market approach to dynamically exploit spot capacity in multi-tenant data centers, complementing fixed capacity reservation. This is in stark contrast with the prior research that has focused on improving power infrastructure utilization in owner-operated data centers [2], [9], [10], [19] and maximizing IT resource utilization (e.g., CPU) [20].

II. OPPORTUNITIES FOR SPOT CAPACITY

This section highlights that spot capacity is a prominent “win-win” resource in a multi-tenant data center: tenants can utilize spot capacity to mitigate performance degradation on demand at a low cost, while the operator can make an extra profit.

A. Overview of Data Center Infrastructure

Multi-tenant data centers employ a tree-type power hierarchy. As illustrated in Fig. 1, high-voltage grid power first enters the data center through an automatic transfer switch (ATS), which selects between grid power (during normal operation) and standby generation (during utility failures). Then, power is fed into the UPS, which outputs “protected” power to cluster-level power distribution units (PDUs). Each PDU has a IT power capacity of 200-300kW and supports roughly 50-80 racks/cabinets. At the rack level, there is a power strip (also called rack PDU) that directly connects to servers. In a typical (retail) multi-tenant data center, tenants each manage multiple racks and share PDUs.
Bottlenecks are generally at the shared UPSes/PDUs, not at individual tenants’ racks. In fact, 20% rack-level capacity margin is already in place [5], and additional over-provisioning is increasingly more common for flexible power distribution to racks (e.g., power routing [9]).

B. Spot Capacity v.s. Oversubscription

Like in owner-operated data centers, power capacity is under-utilized in multi-tenant data centers. Fig. 2(b) plots the cumulative density function (CDF) of measured power at a PDU serving five tenants in a commercial data center over three months. The CDF is normalized to the maximum power and shown as the left-most curve. Suppose that the PDU capacity is provisioned at the maximum power demand. Ideally, if the PDU is always 100% utilized, the power usage CDF would become a vertical line, as shown in Fig. 2(b), which highlights a large gap between the measured CDF and the ideal case.

To improve infrastructure utilization, data center operators commonly oversubscribe the capacity, as tenants typically do not have peak power at the same time. To illustrate oversubscription, we keep the same PDU capacity and add another two tenants, resulting in a new CDF (dotted line in Fig. 2(b)) which is closer to the ideal case than the original CDF. The improved capacity utilization is indicated by the area “A”. However, oversubscription may occasionally trigger an emergency when power capacity is exceeded (indicated by the area “B”). This has been well understood, and many power capping solutions have been proposed to handle emergencies [1], [2], [5], [8].

To avoid frequent emergencies, the shared UPS/PDUs must be sized to sustain a high aggregate power demand [1], [3], [5], [8]. Consequently, even when some tenants have reached their capacities, other tenants may still have low power usage, possibly resulting in spot capacity at the shared PDU/UPS. The existence of spot capacity is also visualized by the gap (area “C”) between the actual and idealized CDFs in Fig. 2(b). Importantly, spot capacity can be allocated to those tenants to improve performances on demand (Section II-C).

Therefore, exploiting spot capacity and power oversubscription are complementary to increasing data center infrastructure utilization: oversubscription is decided over a long timescale and requires power shaving during emergencies [1], [5], [8], whereas spot capacity is dynamically exploited based on the runtime availability to deliver additional power budgets to tenants (with insufficient capacity reservation) for performance improvement.

C. Potential to Exploit Spot Capacity

Even with the same servers/workloads, a tenant’s power usage can be elastic and can vary significantly depending on power control and/or workload scheduling [18]. Thus, given a server deployment, a tenant’s power capacity subscription can vary widely.

Traditionally, each tenant reserves a sufficiently large capacity of the shared PDU with a high availability guarantee (a.k.a. guaranteed capacity) to support its maximum power demand, which is illustrated as “High Res” (high reservation) in Fig. 2(c). The guaranteed capacity subscription, at US$120-250/kW/month, is a major fraction of tenants’ cost and can even exceed 1.5 times of the metered energy charge [8], [22]. Furthermore, tenants rarely fully utilize their large guaranteed capacities.

More recently, the shrinking IT budget has placed a growing cost pressure on tenants. A 2016 survey shows that 40% of tenants end up paying more than what they anticipate for their power subscription [14]. Thus, studies on reducing tenants’ power costs have been proliferating [13], [23], [24]. Notably, cost-conscious tenants have commonly reserved capacities lower than their maximum power demand to reduce costs [13]. This is illustrated by “Low Res” (low reservation) in Fig. 2(c), and similar to under-provisioning power infrastructures in owner-operated data centers such as Facebook [1], [7]. Then, when their demand is high, tenants with insufficient capacity reservation need to apply power capping, incurring a performance degradation; otherwise, heavy penalties will be applied.
As illustrated in Fig. 2(c), spot capacity helps tenants with insufficient capacity reservation mitigate performance degradation when their power demand is high. Specifically, when a tenant with insufficient capacity reservation has high workloads, the operator can allocate spot capacity, if available, to this tenant’s racks as an additional power budget to mitigate performance degradation. The rack-level PDU capacity is not a bottleneck [9], [10], and the operator can dynamically adjust it at runtime, which is already a built-in functionality in many of today’s rack-level PDUs [21]. More importantly, utilizing spot capacity incurs a negligible cost for participating tenants (as low as 0.3% and much lower than reserving additional guaranteed capacities, shown in Section V-B).

Spot capacity v.s. guaranteed capacity. Spot capacity is dynamically allocated based on demand function bidding (Section III-B). But, once spot capacity is allocated, it can be utilized over a pre-determined time slot (e.g., 1-5 minutes) in the same way as guaranteed capacity,\(^1\) with the exception that it may be unavailable in the next time slot. This differs from the Amazon spot market where allocated VMs may be evicted at any time.

In practice, tenants with insufficient capacity reservation often run delay-tolerant workloads (e.g., batch processing), which exhibit large scheduling flexibilities and are run on 50+% servers (with roughly 50% power capacity) in data centers [6], [7]. Note that, for a tech-savvy tenant with advanced power control, insufficient capacity reservation can even apply for delay-sensitive workloads (e.g., web service), as is being done by large companies [1], [3], [7]. In this paper, we use opportunistic and sprinting tenants to refer to tenants which use spot capacity to mitigate slowing down of delay-tolerant and delay-sensitive workloads, respectively. Thus, a tenant can be both opportunistic and sprinting. In any case, with the help of spot capacity, a tenant with insufficient capacity reservation can temporarily process its workloads without power capping (or cap power less frequently/aggressively than it would otherwise).

Importantly, spot capacity targets cost-conscious tenants with insufficient capacity reservation and does not affect the revenue of guaranteed capacity. Even without cost-effective spot capacity, these tenants already choose insufficient capacity reservation; they would not pay the high cost and reserve a sufficiently large amount of guaranteed capacity to meet their maximum power demand. On the other hand, tenants running mission-critical workloads will likely continue reserving a sufficient guaranteed capacity without using intermittent spot capacity.

\(^1\)Section III-C discusses how to guarantee spot capacity for one slot.

III. THE DESIGN OF SPOTDC

Our main contribution is a new market approach for exploiting spot capacity, SpotDC, which leverages a new demand function bidding approach to extract tenants’ rack-level spot capacity demand elasticity at runtime and reconcile different objectives of tenants and the operator: tenants first bid to express their spot capacity demand, and then the operator sets a market price to allocate spot capacity and maximize its profit. With SpotDC, the operator makes extra profit, while participating tenants mitigate performance degradation (or improve performance) at a low cost.

A. Problem Formulation

To design SpotDC, we consider a time-slotted model, where each dynamic spot capacity allocation decision is only effective for one time slot. The duration of each time slot can be 1-5 minutes [9].

Model. Consider a data center with one UPS supporting \(M\) cluster PDUs indexed by the set \(\mathcal{M} = \{m \mid m = 1, \cdots, M\}\). There are \(R\) racks indexed by the set \(\mathcal{R} = \{r \mid r = 1, \cdots, R\}\), and \(N\) tenants indexed by the set \(\mathcal{N} = \{n \mid n = 1, \cdots, N\}\). Denote the set of racks connected to PDU \(m\) as \(\mathcal{R}_m \subseteq \mathcal{R}\). Note that racks are not shared among tenants in a multi-tenant data center, while a tenant can have multiple racks.

The operator continuously monitors power usage at rack levels [1], [5], [9]. For time slot \(t = 1, 2, \cdots\), the predicted available spot capacity at the upper-level UPS is denoted by \(P_o(t)\), and the available spot capacity at PDU \(m\) is denoted by \(P_m(t)\), for \(m = 1, 2, \cdots\). How to predict the available spot capacity is discussed in Section III-C. At the rack level, the physical capacity is over-provisioned beyond the guaranteed capacity to support additional power budgets (i.e., spot capacity). The maximum spot capacity supported by rack \(r\) is denoted as \(P^R_r\).

The operator sells spot capacity at price \(q(t)\), with a unit of $/kW per time slot. The set of racks that requests spot capacity is denoted by \(S(t) \subseteq \mathcal{R}\), and the actual spot capacity allocated to rack \(r \in S(t)\) is denoted by \(D_r(q(t))\).

Objective. The operator incurs no extra operating costs for offering spot capacity, since tenants pay for metered energy usage (and otherwise a reservation price can be set to recoup energy costs). Thus, the operator’s profit maximization problem at time \(t\) can be formalized as:

\[
\text{maximize } \quad q(t) \cdot \sum_{r \in S(t)} D_r(q(t)). \tag{1}
\]

Constraints. We list the most important power capacity constraints for spot capacity allocation, from rack to UPS levels, as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Rack} : \quad & D_r(q(t)) \leq P^R_r, \quad \forall r \in S(t) \tag{2} \\
\text{PDU} : \quad & \sum_{r \in S(t) \cap \mathcal{R}_m} D_r(q(t)) \leq P_m(t), \quad \forall m \in \mathcal{M} \tag{3} \\
\text{UPS} : \quad & \sum_{r \in S(t)} D_r(q(t)) \leq P_o(t) \tag{4}
\end{align*}
\]
Other constraints, such as heat density (limiting the maximum cooling load, or server power, over an area) and phase balance (ensuring that the power draw of each phase should be similar in three-phase PDUs/UPSes), can also be incorporated into spot capacity allocation following the model in [9], and are omitted for brevity.

In SpotDC, spot capacity allocation is at a rack-level granularity, since tenants manage their own racks while the operator controls upstream infrastructures like PDU and UPS. Note that with a tenant-level spot capacity allocation, the operator would have no knowledge of or control over how a tenant would distribute its received spot capacity among its racks. This can create capacity overloading and/or local hot spots if multiple tenants concentrate their received spot capacity over a few nearby racks served by a single PDU. Finally, rack-level spot capacity allocation does not require a homogeneous rack setup. Different tenants can have different racks with different configurations, and even a single tenant can have diverse rack configurations.

B. Market Design

A key challenge for maximizing the operator’s profit is that, due to its lack of control over tenants’ servers, the operator does not know tenants’ demand function: which tenants need spot capacity and by how much. This is private information of individual tenants. Prediction is a natural solution to the challenge — the operator first predicts tenants’ responses and then sets a profit-maximizing price for tenants to respond. However, due to the capacity constraints at different levels in Eqns. (2), (3) and (4), prediction needs to be done rack-wise and there can be hundreds or even thousands of racks with dynamic workloads. Most importantly, with prediction-based pricing, spot capacity allocation is decided by the tenants (passively through their responses to the market price set by the operator). This can lead to dangerous capacity overloads in the event of underestimating tenants’ spot capacity demands (i.e., setting a too low price). Thus, prediction-based pricing is not suitable for spot capacity allocation. In contrast, an alternative to prediction is to solicit tenants’ demand through bidding, called demand function bidding: each participating tenant first reports its own spot capacity demand to the operator through a bidding process, and then the operator allocates spot capacity by setting a market price while meeting all the capacity constraints.

1) Demand function: The core of demand function bidding is to extract users’ demand through a function (called demand function), which can capture how the demand varies as a function of the price. In our context, there can be up to thousands of racks, and even without reducing the workloads, server power can vary to achieve different performances (e.g., with a granularity of watt by Intel’s RAPL) [18]. Thus, our goal is to design a demand function that can extract tenants’ rack-level elastic spot capacity demand reasonably well yet at a low complexity/overhead.

A straightforward approach is to solicit each tenant’s complete rack-level demand curve under all possible prices. We illustrate in Fig. 3(a) an example demand curve (labeled as “Reference,” and Section IV-C explains how to derive it). The actual demand curve can be even more complex and multi-dimensional (for multiple racks, as shown in Fig. 4(a)), thus incurring a high overhead to extract. In addition, bidding the complete demand curve is difficult for participating tenants, as they must evaluate their demand under many prices. For these reasons, soliciting the complete demand curve is rarely used in real markets [17], [25].

In practice, parameterized demand function bidding is commonly applied when the buyers’ demand is unknown to the seller a priori. For example, a step demand function illustrated in the shaded area in Fig. 3(a) is used by Amazon spot VM market [17] and means that a user is willing to pay up to a certain price for a fixed amount of requested VMs. We refer to this demand function as StepBid. While it has a low overhead, StepBid can be very different from tenants’ actual demand curve (“Reference”) shown in Fig. 3(a). Moreover, with StepBid, the operator cannot flexibly allocate spot capacity: a tenant’s spot capacity demand can only be either 100% or 0% satisfied. Thus, StepBid cannot capture a tenant’s rack-level spot capacity demand elasticity. As illustrated in Fig. 3(b), even at the shared PDU level, StepBid cannot extract the aggregate demand elasticity of multiple racks, thus resulting in a lower profit for the operator (Section V-C). The reason is that, although StepBid can extract the aggregate demand elasticity over a large number of racks, spot capacity allocation is subject to several localized constraints (e.g., shared PDU capacity) that each cover only up to a few tens of racks. This is in sharp contrast with Amazon spot market where the unused VMs are pooled together and allocated to a large number of users without restricting one user’s demand to any particular rack.

Piece-wise linear demand function. We propose a new parameterized demand function which, as illustrated by “Linear Bid” in Fig. 3(b), approximates the actual demand curve using three line segments: first, a horizontal segment: tenant specifies its maximum spot capacity demand for a rack as well as the market price it is willing to pay; second, a linearly decreasing segment: the demand decreases linearly
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as the market price increases; and third, a vertical segment: the last segment indicates tenant’s maximum acceptable price and the corresponding minimum demand.

As shown in Fig. 3(a), our linear demand function for rack \( r \) is uniquely determined by four parameters:

\[
b_r = \{(D_{\max, r}, q_{\min, r}), (D_{\min, r}, q_{\max, r})\}
\]

where \( D_{\max, r} \) and \( D_{\min, r} \) are the maximum and minimum spot capacity demand, and \( q_{\min, r} \) and \( q_{\max, r} \) are corresponding prices, respectively. We also allow \( D_{\max, r} = D_{\min, r} \) or \( q_{\min, r} = q_{\max, r} \), which reduces to StepBid.

We choose our linear demand function for its simplicity and good extraction of the demand elasticity. It also represents a midpoint between StepBid (which is even simpler but cannot extract spot capacity demand elasticity) and soliciting the complete demand curve (which is difficult to bid and rarely used in practice [25]). Moreover, the experiment in Section V-C shows that, using our demand function, the operator’s profit is much higher than that using StepBid. Nonetheless, the bidding strategy is still at the discretion of tenants in our context, like in Amazon spot market. It can follow a simple strategy for each rack: bid the needed extra power (i.e., total power needed minus the reserved capacity) as spot capacity demand with \( D_{\max, r} = D_{\min, r} \), and set the amortized guaranteed capacity rate (at US$250/kWh/month) as maximum price. Tenants routinely evaluate server power under different workloads prior to service deployment [1], [2], and thus can determine their needed power based on estimated workloads at runtime.

On the other hand, advanced tenants with detailed power-performance profiling can also bid holistically for their racks in need of spot capacity. Below, we provide a guideline for spot capacity bidding to highlight how advanced tenants may approach this task, although our focus is on the operator’s side — setting up a market for spot capacity allocation.

Given each price, there exists an optimal spot capacity demand vector for a tenant’s racks. The optimality can be in the sense of maximizing the tenant’s net benefit (i.e., performance gain measured in dollars,\(^2\) minus payment), maximizing performance gain (not lower than payment), or others, which tenants can decide on their own. Consider web service (as described in Section IV-B) on two racks as an example. As illustrated in Fig. 4(a), tenant identifies its demand curve by first evaluating performance gains resulting from spot capacity (Section IV-C) and then finding optimal demand vectors under different prices.

In general, the relation between rack-1 demand and rack-2 demand may be non-linear, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Nonetheless, spot capacity allocated to both racks are determined by the same price and may not follow the optimal demand curve. For example, one rack’s spot capacity allocation may change linearly in the other’s. Consequently, the tenant needs to approximate the optimal demand curve using, e.g., a line shown as “Bid” in Fig. 4(a). We also present the top-down perspective of bidding curve in Fig. 4(b), which indicates the relation between the two racks’ actual spot capacity.

\(^2\)The monetary value for performance gain [26] is quantified by tenants as described in Section IV-C.
demand. In Fig. 4(a), the bidding demand curve includes all the needed parameters: the maximum and minimum demand pairs for the two racks, as well as the corresponding bidding prices (the same \( q_{\text{min}} \) and \( q_{\text{max}} \) for the two racks).

A tenant can bid similarly if \( K \) of its racks need spot capacity: decide the maximum and minimum bidding demand vectors \( (D_{\text{max,1}}, \ldots, D_{\text{max,K}}) \) and \( (D_{\text{min,1}}, \ldots, D_{\text{min,K}}) \), which are joined in an affine manner to approximate the optimal \( K \)-dimensional demand, and then decide the two corresponding bidding prices.

Finally, it is important to note that tenants can bid freely without their own strategies. Thus, the resulting bidding profile and spot capacity allocation can be significantly different from the theoretical equilibrium point at which each participating tenant’s net benefit is maximized (given the other tenants’ bids) [25]. In fact, even under a set of simplified assumptions (e.g., concave utility for each tenant, no tenant forecasts the market price, etc.), it is non-trivial to derive the theoretical equilibrium point [25], since a tenant’s spot capacity demand involves multiple racks and hence is multi-dimensional. Further, given tenants’ strategic behaviors and lack of information about each other, how to reach an equilibrium is a theoretically challenging problem [25]. Thus, we focus on the operator’s spot capacity market design and resort to case studies to show the benefit of exploiting spot capacity (Section V), while leaving the theoretical equilibrium bidding analysis as our future work.

C. Implementation and Discussion

We now illustrate the implementation for SpotDC in Fig. 5, where the application program interfaces (APIs), as highlighted in shaded boxes, facilitate communications between the operator and tenants using a simple network management protocol. In our time-slotted model, the data center operator and participating tenants are synchronized by periodically exchanging \texttt{HeartBeat(⋯)} signals. As suggested by [9], each time slot can be 1-5 minutes in practice. To conclude the design of SpotDC, it is important to discuss a few remaining practical issues.

Timing. We show in Fig. 6 the timing of different stages leading to and during spot capacity allocation in time slot \( t \). For using spot capacity during time slot \( t \), tenants need to submit their demand bids (marked as “1”) during time slot \( t - 1 \). The gradient color is to emphasize that most bids are expected to be received closer to time slot \( t \). Then, the operator predicts the available spot capacity (marked as “2”) before clearing the market. The market clearing time (marked as “3”) is very small (less than a second), and the clearing price is broadcast to the tenants. Finally, from their demand functions, tenants determine their rack-level spot capacity allocation and use it (marked as “4”) during time slot \( t \). Note that participating tenants have an entire time slot to decide and send their bids to the operator for using spot capacity in the next time slot. Thus, the communication delay (in the order of hundreds of milliseconds) is insignificant even when tenants submit bids remotely.

Spot capacity prediction. The operator can predict spot capacity by taking the current aggregate power usage as a reference and subtracting it from the physical PDU/UPS capacity. For racks that are currently using spot capacity or request it for the next time slot, the guaranteed rack-level capacity will be used as their reference power usage. Collecting the power readings can be done near instantaneously as a part of the routine power monitoring. The key concern here is how accurate the prediction of spot capacity is. We note that, due to statistical multiplexing, the cluster-level PDU power only changes marginally within a few minutes (e.g., less than \( \pm 2.5\% \) within one minute for 99% of the times) [1], [7], [9]. In Fig. 7(a), we show the statistics of PDU-level power variations in our experimental power trace (Section V) and see that it is consistent with the results in [7]: the PDU-level power changes slowly across consecutive time slots. Moreover, in almost all cases, spot capacity is not completely utilized due to the operator’s profit-maximizing pricing and multi-level capacity constraints (as seen in Fig. 10). The operator can also conservatively predict (i.e., under-predict) the available spot capacity without noticeably affecting its profit or tenants’ performance (Fig. 17). Finally, any unexpected short-term power spike can be handled by circuit breaker tolerance, let alone the power system redundancy in place. Therefore, even with inaccurate spot capacity prediction, the availability of spot capacity can be guaranteed for one time slot almost highly as the normal power capacity provisioning.

Applicability. SpotDC targets a growing class of tenants — cost-conscious tenants with insufficient capacity reservation (even Facebook under-provisions power capacity in its own data center [11]) — and helps them mitigate performance degradation on a best-effort basis. Using spot capacity is even easier than otherwise: with spot capacity, a tenant caps
power less frequently/aggressively than it would otherwise. Moreover, spot capacity bidding is at the discretion of tenants: it can be either as simple as bidding the needed power at a fixed price, or as sophisticated as holistically bidding for multiple racks in need of spot capacity (Section III-B3). There is no application/workload requirement for tenants to participate in SpotDC, as long as they can control power subject to dynamic spot capacity allocation.

**Scalability.** The design of SpotDC is highly scalable since only four parameters are solicited for each rack in need of spot capacity; no bids are required for racks that do not need extra power demand beyond the reserved capacity. Additionally, our proposed uniform clearing price only requires a scan over feasible prices subject to the infrastructure constraints. Therefore, the market clearing is very fast. We show in Fig. 7(b) the average market clearing time for different numbers of server racks and different search step sizes in our large-scale simulation (Section V-D) on a typical desktop computer. We see that even with 15000 racks, the average clearing time is less than a second for a step size of 0.1 cents/kW. For a step size of 1 cent/kW, the average clearing time is below 100ms. Further, it takes almost no time for the operator to reset rack-level power budgets (e.g., 20+ times per second for our PDU [21] without any timeouts).

**Market power and collusion.** Tenants with a dominant position may have the power to alter the market price. In theory, tenants might also collude to lower prices. But, this is unlikely in practice, because tenants have no knowledge of the other tenants they are sharing the PDU with, let alone when and where those tenants need spot capacity.

**Handling exceptions.** In case of any communications losses, SpotDC resumes to the default case of “no spot capacity” for affected tenants/racks. In addition, power monitoring at the rack (and even server) level is already implemented for reliability and/or billing purposes [1], [9], [21]. If certain tenants exceed their own assigned power capacity (including spot capacity if applicable), they may be warned and/or face involuntary power cut.

IV. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

To evaluate SpotDC we use a combination of testbed and simulation experiments, which we describe below.

A. Testbed Configuration

Like in the literature [2], [8], we build a scaled-down testbed with Dell PowerEdge servers connected to two PDUs, labeled as PDU#1 and PDU#2, respectively. In our scaled-down system, each server is considered as a “rack”. We show our testbed configuration in Table I, where the subscription amounts (i.e., guaranteed capacity) are based on corresponding tenant’s power usage in our experiment. We use two off-the-shelf PDUs (AP8632 from APC [21]) with per-outlet metering capabilities. Each PDU has four participating tenants and one group of “other” tenants representing non-participating tenants. The total leased capacities of PDU#1 and PDU#2 are 750W and 760W, respectively. We assume that the two PDUs have a capacity of 715W and 724W, respectively, to achieve 5% oversubscription (e.g., 750W=715W*105%) [8]. We also consider a common oversubscription by 5% at the upper UPS, and hence the total power usage need to be capped at 1370W (715W+724W/105%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDU</th>
<th>Tenant</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Alias</th>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Subscription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>Search-1</td>
<td>Sprinting</td>
<td>S-1</td>
<td>Search</td>
<td>145W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>Sprinting</td>
<td>S-2</td>
<td>Web Serving</td>
<td>115W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Count-1</td>
<td>Opportunistic</td>
<td>O-1</td>
<td>Word Count</td>
<td>195W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graph-1</td>
<td>Opportunistic</td>
<td>O-2</td>
<td>Graph Anal.</td>
<td>115W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>250W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>Search-2</td>
<td>Sprinting</td>
<td>S-3</td>
<td>Search</td>
<td>145W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Count-2</td>
<td>Opportunistic</td>
<td>O-3</td>
<td>Word Count</td>
<td>195W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sort</td>
<td>Opportunistic</td>
<td>O-4</td>
<td>TeraSort</td>
<td>125W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graph-2</td>
<td>Opportunistic</td>
<td>O-5</td>
<td>Graph Anal.</td>
<td>115W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>250W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Workloads

We consider a mixture of workloads in our experiments. Each workload is representative of a particular class of tenants in multi-tenant data centers, and they are typical choices in the prior studies [2], [7], [8].

**Search.** We implement the web search benchmark from CloudSuite [27] in two servers, each virtualized into three VMs. It is based on a Nutch search engine which benchmarks the indexing process. Our implementation uses one front-end and five index serving VMs.

**Web serving.** We use the web serving benchmark from CloudSuite [27] that implements a Web 2.0 social-event application using PHP. The front-end is implemented using a Nginx web server, while the back-end is implemented using MySQL database on a separate server.

**Word count and TeraSort.** We implement both WordCount and TeraSort benchmarks based on Hadoop 2.6.4 with one master node and seven data nodes, hosted on eight VMs. In our experiment, WordCount processes a 15GB input file, while TeraSort sorts 5GB of data.

**Graph analytics.** We implement PowerGraph [28] on two servers (16GB memory each). A Twitter data set consisting of 11 million nodes from [29] is used as the input.
C. Power and Performance Model

To participate in SpotDC, a tenant needs to assess the performance improvement resulting from spot capacity. Towards this end, we first run the workloads at different power levels and workload intensities. Fig. 8 shows the power-performance relation of Search-1, Web and Count-1 for selected workload intensities. The other workloads also exhibit similar power-performance relations and are omitted for brevity.

The power-performance relation gives the potential performance improvement from spot capacity. To determine the bidding parameters, performance improvement needs to be converted into a monetary value. A tenant participating in SpotDC can decide the monetary value at its own discretion without affecting our SpotDC framework. For evaluation purposes, we convert the performance into monetary values following the prior research [8], [26]. Specifically, for sprinting tenants (Search and Web), we consider the following model: 

$$c_{\text{tenant}} = a \cdot d \text{ if } d \leq d_0, \text{ and } c_{\text{tenant}} = a \cdot d + b \cdot (d - d_0)^2 \text{ otherwise},$$

where $c_{\text{tenant}}$ measures the equivalent monetary cost per job, $a$ and $b$ are modeling parameters, and $d$ is the actual performance (e.g., 99-percentile, or p99, latency for Search and p90 latency for Web) and $d_0$ is the service level objective (SLO, 100ms for all sprinting tenants). The model indicates that the cost increases linearly with latency below the SLO threshold, and quadratically when latency is greater than the SLO to account for penalties of SLO violation. For opportunistic tenants running Hadoop and graph analytics, we use throughput (inverse of job completion time) as the performance metric and employ a linear cost model 

$$c_{\text{tenant}} = \rho \cdot T_{\text{job}},$$

where $\rho$ is a scaling parameter and $T_{\text{job}}$ is the job completion time.

Tenants can first estimate their performance “costs” with and without spot capacity, respectively, and then the difference is the performance gain (in dollars) brought by spot capacity. In our experiments, the cost parameters are chosen such that spot capacity will not cost more than directly subscribing guaranteed capacity. Further, we assume that Search tenants bid the highest price, Web tenants bid a medium price, and opportunistic tenants bid the lowest price. Fig. 9 shows an example of performance gain in terms of dollars (for using spot capacity per hour) under different spot capacity allocation for the Search-1, Web, and Count-1 tenants, respectively. The monetary values are small due to our scaled-down experimental setup. While tenants can decide bids freely, we consider the guideline in Section III-B3 as the tenants’ default bidding approach.

D. Performance Metrics

For the operator, the key metric is the profit obtained through selling spot capacity. For tenants, performance improvement and extra cost for using spot capacity (compared to the no spot capacity case) are the two key metrics. Specifically, for sprinting tenants running interactive workloads, we consider tail latency: p99 latency for the two search tenants, and p90 latency for the web tenant (as p90 latency is the only metric reported by our load generator). For opportunistic tenants running delay-tolerant workloads, throughput is used as the performance metric: data processing rate for WordCount and TeraSort tenants, and node processing rate for the GraphAnalytics tenant.

V. EVALUATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the evaluation results based on our testbed and simulations. Our results highlight that spot capacity can greatly benefit both the operator and tenants: compared to the no spot capacity case, the operator can earn an extra profit by 9.7%, and tenants can improve performance by 1.2–1.8x (on average) while keeping the additional costs low (as low as 0.5%).

A. Execution of SpotDC

For our first experiment, we execute SpotDC in our testbed for 20 minutes divided evenly into 10 time slots. For clarity, we only show the results for tenants served by PDU#1. To show variations of spot capacity availability over the 10 time slots, we create a synthetic trace with a higher volatility for the non-participating tenants’ power. Sprinting tenants bid for spot capacity when they would otherwise have SLO violations due to high workloads, while opportunistic tenants process data continuously and would like spot capacity to speed up processing.

1) Spot capacity allocation and market price: Fig. 10 shows the traces of spot capacity allocation (top figure) and market price (bottom figure). As the synthetic power trace is more volatile than the actual usage [1], [7], spot capacity prediction is assumed to be perfect. Later, we will predict spot capacity as presented in Section III-C.

We see that, whenever sprinting tenants participate, they receive most of their requested spot capacity, while opportunistic tenants may be priced out. The reason is that spring

3There is no extra server cost for using spot capacity (Section II-C).
tenants need spot capacity more urgently to meet their SLOs and hence bid a higher price. This is also reflected in the market price trace, from which we see that the sprinting tenants’ participation drives up the price given the same spot capacity availability (e.g., 120–240 seconds versus 240–360 seconds). In addition, the market price decreases when more spot capacity is available (e.g., 0–120 seconds versus 120–240 seconds). Lastly, we notice that the actual spot capacity allocation is less than the available capacity due to multi-level capacity constraints. This also confirms that, even without conservative prediction, using spot capacity does not introduce additional power emergencies.

2) Tenant performance: We show the performance trace in Fig. 11. We see that the Search-1 and Web tenants can successfully avoid SLO (i.e., 100ms in our experiment) violations by receiving additional power budgets from the spot capacity market. Meanwhile, Count-1 and Graph-1 tenants can also opportunistically improve their throughput (by up to 1.5x).

B. Evaluation over Extended Experiments

Our next set of experiments seek to assess the long-term cost and performance. To do this, we extend our 20-minute experiment to one year via simulations. We use the scaled power trace collected from a large multi-tenant data center as the non-participating tenants’ power usage. We also collect and scale the request arrival trace from Google services [30] for sprinting tenants, and back-end data processing trace collected from a university data center for opportunistic tenants (anonymized for review). We consider that the sprinting tenants need spot capacity during high traffic periods for around 15% of the times. Opportunistic tenants only lease guaranteed capacity to keep minimum processing rates, and need spot capacity for speed-up for around 30% of the time slots. We keep an average of approximately 15% of the total guaranteed capacity subscription as spot capacity, while we will vary the settings later. To evaluate SpotDC, we consider comparisons to the following two baselines.

PowerCapped: No spot capacity is provisioned, and tenants cap their power below the guaranteed capacity at all times. This is the status quo, and we use it as a reference to normalize cost, profit, and performance.

MaxPerf: In this case, the data center operator fully controls all the servers as if in an owner-operated data center, and allocates spot capacity to maximize the total performance gain (as in [9]). There is no payment between the tenants and operator in MaxPerf.

1) Cost and performance: We show in Fig. 12(a) the total cost for tenants (baseline cost under PowerCapped plus extra spot capacity cost), while Fig. 12(b) shows the resulting performance of using spot capacity normalized to that with PowerCapped. Tenants’ cost includes spot capacity payment and the increased energy bill. We use inverse of tail latency/job completion time to indicate tenants’ performance. The performance is averaged over all the time slots whenever tenants need spot capacity. We see that by using SpotDC, tenants can achieve a performance very close to MaxPerf while the cost increase is only marginal (no more than than 0.5% for sprinting tenants). Opportunistic tenants have a higher percentage of cost increase, because they demand more spot capacity and bid more frequently (30% of the times).

Fig. 12(c) shows each tenant’s maximum and average spot capacity usage, in percentage of their guaranteed capacity subscriptions (Table I). In general, sprinting tenants receive less spot capacity (in percentage), because they are more performance-sensitive and hence do not oversubscribe their guaranteed capacity as aggressively as opportunistic tenants. However, if PowerCapped is used without spot capacity, tenants’ capacity subscription costs will increase by 10-40% in order to maintain the same performance, because tenants have to reserve enough capacity to support their maximum power usage (e.g., 10% more capacity for Search-1).

Finally, we note that spot capacity is provisioned at no
additional cost for the data center operator, except for the negligible capital expense for over-provisioning rack-level capacity to support additional power budgets. In our calculation, we set US$0.4 per watt for rack capacity and amortize it over 15 years [9], [21]. We find that, by using SpotDC, the operator’s net profit increases by 9.7% compared to the PowerCapped baseline.

2) Market price and power utilization: Fig. 13(a) shows the CDF of market prices for participating tenants in PDU#1. As expected, opportunistic tenants bid and have lower prices than sprinting tenants, although both types of tenants can avoid high costs of leasing additional guaranteed capacity. In our setting, opportunistic tenants will not bid higher than the amortized cost of guaranteed capacity (around US$0.2/kW/hour), while sprinting tenants are willing to pay more to avoid SLO violations.

In Fig. 13(b), we show the CDF of UPS-level power consumption normalized to the designed UPS capacity. SpotDC can greatly increase the power infrastructure utilization compared to PowerCapped. Since both the PDUs and UPS are oversubscribed in our setting, there exist occasional power emergencies (i.e., exceeding the UPS capacity), but these are handled through separate mechanisms [8] beyond our scope. In any case, spot capacity does not introduce additional emergencies, because it is offered only when there is unused capacity at the shared PDUs and UPS.

2) Market price and power utilization: Fig. 13(a) shows the CDF of market prices for participating tenants in PDU#1. As expected, opportunistic tenants bid and have lower prices than sprinting tenants, although both types of tenants can avoid high costs of leasing additional guaranteed capacity. In our setting, opportunistic tenants will not bid higher than the amortized cost of guaranteed capacity (around US$0.2/kW/hour), while sprinting tenants are willing to pay more to avoid SLO violations.

In Fig. 13(b), we show the CDF of UPS-level power consumption normalized to the designed UPS capacity. SpotDC can greatly increase the power infrastructure utilization compared to PowerCapped. Since both the PDUs and UPS are oversubscribed in our setting, there exist occasional power emergencies (i.e., exceeding the UPS capacity), but these are handled through separate mechanisms [8] beyond our scope. In any case, spot capacity does not introduce additional emergencies, because it is offered only when there is unused capacity at the shared PDUs and UPS.

2) Market price and power utilization: Fig. 13(a) shows the CDF of market prices for participating tenants in PDU#1. As expected, opportunistic tenants bid and have lower prices than sprinting tenants, although both types of tenants can avoid high costs of leasing additional guaranteed capacity. In our setting, opportunistic tenants will not bid higher than the amortized cost of guaranteed capacity (around US$0.2/kW/hour), while sprinting tenants are willing to pay more to avoid SLO violations.

In Fig. 13(b), we show the CDF of UPS-level power consumption normalized to the designed UPS capacity. SpotDC can greatly increase the power infrastructure utilization compared to PowerCapped. Since both the PDUs and UPS are oversubscribed in our setting, there exist occasional power emergencies (i.e., exceeding the UPS capacity), but these are handled through separate mechanisms [8] beyond our scope. In any case, spot capacity does not introduce additional emergencies, because it is offered only when there is unused capacity at the shared PDUs and UPS.

C. Other Demand Functions
An important design choice in SpotDC is the demand function. To understand its impact, we consider two alternatives: StepBid, where tenants bid a step function for each participating rack, and FullBid, which solicits the complete demand curve for each participating rack. We perform the comparisons using the same setup as in Section V-B, and we also vary the average amount of available spot capacity (measured in percentage of total guaranteed capacity), by keeping the tenants’ workloads unchanged and adjusting the shared PDU capacity.

We see from Fig. 14 that SpotDC outperforms StepBid (especially when spot capacity is scarce) and meanwhile is close to FullBid in terms of the operator’s profit, justifying the choice of our demand function. The extra profit saturates when the average amount of spot capacity exceeds 15%, because tenants’ demands are (almost) all met. By using SpotDC, tenants also receive a better performance than using StepBid, because the operator can partially satisfy their demands whereas StepBid only allows a binary outcome (i.e., either all or zero demand is satisfied). This result is omitted due to space limitations.

D. Sensitivity Study
We now investigate how sensitive SpotDC is against: available spot capacity, tenants’ bidding, spot capacity prediction, and system scale.

1) Available spot power: In Fig. 15 we study the impact of amount of available spot capacity. For this, we keep the tenants’ setup unchanged, and vary the operator’s oversubscription at the PDUs to alter the available spot capacity. The spot capacity availability is measured in percentage of the total subscribed capacity. In Fig. 15(a), we show that the operator’s extra profit increases with spot capacity availability, as the operator can get more money by selling
more spot capacity. Fig. 15(b) shows tenants’ performance increases with spot capacity availability.

2) Tenants’ bidding strategy: Tenants can bid for spot capacity on demand differently. For example, tenants may predict the price and set their bids accordingly. As illustrated in Fig. 16(a), we assume that sprinting tenants bid with a perfect knowledge of market price. The way opportunistic tenants bid remain the same. We see from Figs. 16(b) and 16(c) that through a more strategic bidding, sprinting tenants gain more spot capacity and increase their performance (without additional costs). Nonetheless, the operator’s profit is not considerably affected (within 0.05%), since spot capacity is offered with no extra operating expenses at all. There can be many alternative bidding strategies for tenants, which are beyond our focus.

3) Spot capacity prediction: Perfectly predicting spot capacity is challenging. To avoid power emergencies, the operator can conservatively estimate the available spot capacity (i.e., under-prediction). In Fig. 17, we study the impact of spot capacity under-prediction, by multiplying the spot capacity (at both PDU/UPS levels) with an under-prediction factor. For example, 15% under-prediction means that the operator multiplies the originally predicted spot capacity by 0.85. We see that under-prediction has nearly no impact on the operator’s extra profit and tenants’ performance. The reason is that even without under-prediction, not all spot capacity is used up under a profit-maximizing price, as shown in Fig. 10, due to practical constraints (e.g., multi-level power capacity).

4) Larger-scale simulation.: We now extend our evaluation to a larger-scale simulation by increasing the number of tenants to up to 1,000 (a hyper-scale data center). We keep the same tenant composition as shown in Table I. Tenants’ power subscriptions and the PDU/UPS capacity are both scaled up proportionally to those listed in Table I. For the newly added tenants, we randomly scale up/down workloads and performance cost models by up to 20% to reflect tenant diversity.

The results are normalized to those obtained using PowerCapped (without offering spot capacity) and shown in Fig. 18. For clarity, we only show the results averaged over all the participating tenants. We see that as the number of tenants increases, the normalized results are fairly stabilized and consistent with our scaled-down evaluation: compared to PowerCapped, SpotDC increases the operator’s profit by 9.7%, while tenants improve performance (by 1.4x on average) at a marginal cost.

VI. RELATED WORK

Data center energy management has received considerable attention in the last decade. For example, numerous techniques have been proposed to improve server energy proportionality [31], [32], to jointly manage IT and non-IT systems [4], [33], and to exploit spatial diversities [34]–[36]. In addition, renewable-powered data centers are also emerging to cut carbon footprint [37], [38].

Maximizing data center infrastructure utilization is another focal point of research. The prior work focuses on power oversubscription e.g., [1], [7], [19], [39]. Other work looks at handling cooling emergencies through geographic load balancing [4] and phase changing materials [33]. Further, recent work also seeks to improve infrastructure utilization through dynamic power routing [9], soft fuse [10], among others.

Additionally, computational sprinting is emerging to boost performance. Initially proposed for processors [40], it is also studied at a data center level [41]. More recently, sprinting is extended to a shared rack to coordinate sprinting activities using game theory [42]. It allows the aggregate power demand to temporarily exceed the shared capacity (area “B” in Fig. 2(b)), whereas we exploit spot capacity (area “C” in Fig. 2(b)) based on demand function bidding.

Our work focuses on multi-tenant data centers and significantly differs from the work above. In particular, the key challenge our work addresses is to coordinate spot capacity allocation at scale, leading to a new market approach.

Market-based resource allocation has been studied in other contexts, such as processor design [20], [43], power markets [25], wireless spectrum sharing [16], [44], among others. These studies focus on different contexts with different design goals/constraints than our work (e.g., fairness for server/processor sharing [20], [43]).
Much of the research on multi-tenant data centers focuses on incentive mechanisms for energy cost saving [23, 24], demand response [45], and power capping [8]. In all these works, tenants are incentivized to cut tenant-level power and hence incur a performance loss, whereas we focus on improving performance by exploiting spot capacity.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we show how to exploit spot capacity in multi-tenant data centers to complement guaranteed capacity and improve power infrastructure utilization. We propose a novel market, called SpotDC, that leverages demand function bidding to extract tenants’ demand elasticity for spot capacity allocation. We evaluate spot capacity based on both testbed experiments and simulations: compared to the no spot capacity case, the operator increases its profit (by 9.7%), while tenants improve performance (by 1.2–1.8x on average, yet at a marginal cost).
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